
A Series 5300 Quarter-Quad Module stands alone to serve this Engineering Dept. Power 
and overhead storage requirements are met with Quad Riser Modules, Corkpanels and 
Power. The unit is a spacious 7’ x 7’.

Systems Engineering idea # TD-002

Corner Stations 
for Technical 
Applications

Design Ideas

A corner workstation, utilizing components from Series 5300 and 7000, exemplifies 
the versatility and flexibility of Workplace@ modular bench systems. Above photo 
represents a good example of a multifunction workstation.

R&D Department idea # TD-001

Volume TD-301

Many assembly, test, or other 
technical functions require more 
than just a solitary bench or table 
to handle the demands of the job. 
Creating a suitable environment 
for specialized or complex technical 
tasks is simple with modular bench 
component systems.

This issue of Design Ideas focuses 
on the use of comer workstations 
in technical applications. All units 
shown were designed with the 
Workplace@ Series 5300 Workcenter 
as its’ core unit. 

As shown, the design possibilities 
are endless. You can easily add 
more lateral workspace, moving out 
in each direction. You can choose 
to have either Legs or Cabinets as 
supports, depending on the storage 
space needed. Moving vertically, up 
and down, you can add accessories 
to fully customize individual work 
areas to specific needs.

We would be pleased to help you 
design the work environment that  
is “just right” for you. Conceptual 
drawings and detailed cost quotations 
are provided on a no-obligation 
basis. For more information, please 
visit www.workplacesystemsinc.com  
or call us at 1-800-258-9700.



A U-shape configuration makes the most of limited square footage for a test and repair application. Three identical work set-ups were provided with 
adjustable overtable accessories including Powerstrips, Mounting Rails with Plastic Bins, Shelves, and Light Suspension Systems. A hanging Drawer 
Case at each station stores small parts and hand tools. The two corner sections provide a buffer zone between stations and additional worksurface 
or storage space for shared access.

An 8’ x 10’ x 30””D workspace was specified for the 
repair and inspection of high vacuum valves. The Series 
5300 unit is equipped with accessories including hanging 
Drawers, a 20-amp Wiretrough, adjustable Divider Shelf, 
and Articulating Monitor Arm.

Service Cell idea # TD-005

TD-003idea #Test & Repair

A roomy 7’ x 7’ corner unit was designed with a combination 
of Series 5300 and 7000 modular components. Much-needed 
file storage space is accommodated with four file drawers 
located in the base Cabinets. ESD worksurfaces were also 
provided to handle static-sensitive components.

Test and 
Research Station

idea # TD-004



High-current power connector assembly is the focus of this 
Series 5300 workstation design. A variety of accessories 
provide for computer components, storage, and parts 
organization. Power and a Tool Trolley system complete 
this highly-integrated work center.

Assembly
Station

idea # TD-007

A wrap-around U-shape configuration was designed for this application, using two individual Series 5300 workstations with Quad Riser Modules and 
Power. As separate units, they may be moved apart at any time. Additional workspace can also be easily added by specifying additional benches to 
be located between the two corner units.

TD-008idea #R&D Wireless 
Monitoring 
Systems

An assembly operation is served nicely with a powerful but 
compact 7’ x 7’ workstation. Adustable overtable Shelves, 
Light Suspension Systems, Powerstrips, and a Pegboard Panel 
outfit the unit.

Assembly Area idea # TD-006
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Return  
Electronics –  
BioHazard Dept.

idea # TD-009 Computer  
Equipment  
Repair

idea # TD-010

A high priority drawer storage need was met with this workstation design, which includes four base Cabinets. A Series 5300 workstation is 
paired with a Series 7000 station to create a 7’ x 15’ x 36””H work center. Double Standard Uprights support the adjustable overtable Divider 
Shelves. As the two units are free-standing, they may be moved apart to create a new work environment in the future.

Aeronautical 
Engineering

idea # TD-011

A length of nine feet in each direction provided 
much-needed worksurface area for a repair operation. 
Overhead storage, lighting, and power accessories are 
concentrated on one wing for intensive repair functions, 
while the remaining wing is kept open.

A 9’ x 10’ x 36””H workstation features three Cabinet 
supports to accommodate the volume of drawer storage 
space required. Fixed Riser Shelves and adjustable overtable 
Divider Shelves provide additional equipment storage. 
Power needs are met with two 15-amp Powerstrips.
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